Tuesday, September 28
4:30pm – 6:00pm EDT

The German Elections, 2021

Germany at the end of the Merkel era, deep uncertainty and dissatisfaction, chaos in world politics, a new direction for the world economy: what change will the German elections bring?

Markus Brunnermeier
Edwards S. Sanford Professor of Economics; Director, Bendheim Center for Finance

Harold James
Claude and Lore Kelly Professor in European Studies; Professor of History and International Affairs

Organized by the Program in Contemporary European Politics and Society

Co-sponsors:
- Department of German
- Department of Politics
- European Union Program at Princeton
- Liechtenstein Institute on Self-Determination

A71 Louis A. Simpson International Building

For the time being all EPS in-person events are limited to Princeton faculty, staff, and enrolled students. A recording will be made available on the EPS website at a later date.